Natural Law Core Foundational Principles of Truth as a Basis for Living
additional images to understand how it works
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Columns, subjects, categories, concepts
corresponding on various levels

Below zero is information taken
in that is built upon a faulty,
unsolid foundation, that falls into
& is constructed in negative
knowledge (lies, deceptions, etc.)

Constructed, current Way of Living based
on accepted foundational axioms
A faulty foundational understanding
will produce a faulty output result
in the end. If we fail to embody core
principles of truth, our results will never
be good enough because problems and
effects will maniefst that we don’t want.
We need to let go of attachment to false
beliefs that are used as a foundational
basis for our ego-personality-identity
construct and ways of living.
The values and understanding
of how to live in Natural Law
is correlated with the amount
of truth vs falsity embodied
and acted upon to live and
create that life.

Foundational
Axioms for Living

Lies,
illusions,
deceptions,
falsity,
wrong

Lies, deceptions, manipulations, mind control, illusions &
bullshit, all eat away at our efforts to truly create freedom,
peace, harmony, and prosperity. We need to live from a
solid core foundational basis built upon principles of Truth.
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control and violation
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Eventually, weight of lies and evil wrongdoings
will collapse the house of cards built on flawed
and faulty foundational basis of corrupted
understanding. Even if only 1 core foundational
principle is based in wrong and evil, it’s still 1 thing
that will lead to manifesting a wrong way of living
and continue to perpetuate more suffering.

